
Applying Spelling Rules When  
Adding the Prefix in-

1.	Use the spelling rules to help you complete the table below.

I can add the prefix in- to root words to create new words.

Spelling Rule Example Words

If you are adding the prefix in- before a root word that 
starts with m or p, in- becomes im-. in + possible = impossible

Root word Root word with the 
prefix in- added

Rainbow write  
the	word.

Ask a friend to test you 
on the spelling of the 

word and tick or cross 
the	box	below.

Spelt 
correctly

Spelt 
incorrectly

possible impossible impossible

movable

practical

precise

polite

perfect

mature

measurable
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1.	Use the spelling rules and a dictionary to help you complete the table below.

Spelling Rule Example Words

If you are adding the prefix in- before a root word that 
starts with I, in- becomes il-. in + legal = illegal

If you are adding the prefix in- before a root word that 
starts with m or p, in- becomes im-. in + possible = impossible

If you are adding the prefix in- before a root word that 
starts with r, in- becomes ir-. in + regular = irregular

Sometimes, if none of the other rules apply, you just add 
the prefix in- before a root word without any changes. in + active = inactive

Root word Root word with the 
prefix in- added Definition of the prefix in- word

accessible Hard or impossible to reach, approach, or attain.

polite Not polite; rude.

legal Against the law or rules; not lawful.

destructible Not capable of being destroyed, damaged, or 
broken.

logical Not logical or reasonable.

complete Not complete; not finished.
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2.	Fill in the gaps in these sentences using the new words with the prefix in- added:

a) It is illegal for football stadiums to be       to wheelchair users.

b) Her shin pads were missing so her kit was       .

c) The player was       to the referee.

d) The football team looked very strong and       .

e) The referee gave a red card for an      tackle.

f) The players kept scoring in their own goal which was     .
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Answers

1.	 Use the spelling rules and a dictionary to help you complete the table below.

2.	 Fill in the gaps in these sentences using the new words with the prefix in- added:

Applying Spelling Rules When Adding the Prefix in-

Root word
Root word with 
the prefix in- 

added
Definition of the prefix in- word

accessible inaccessible Hard or impossible to reach, approach, or attain.

polite impolite Not polite; rude.

legal illegal Against the law or rules; not lawful.

destructible indestructible Not capable of being destroyed, damaged, or broken.

logical illogical Not logical or reasonable.

complete incomplete Not complete; not finished.

a) It is illegal for football stadiums to be inaccessible to wheelchair users.
b) Her shin pads were missing so her kit was incomplete.
c) The player was impolite to the referee.
d) The football team looked very strong and indestructible.
e) The referee gave a red card for an illegal tackle.
f) The players kept scoring in their own goal which was illogical.
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